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SessionWorks Clerk Edition
Designed specifically for the high-volume courtroom, Odyssey® SessionWorks Clerk Edition 

enables you to rapidly access and enter data right in the courtroom—replacing hand-written 

forms and dramatically increasing efficiency. And of course, this new application from Tyler 

Courts & Justice is completely integrated with Odyssey Case Manager.

You’ll reduce your dependence on paper. Work with multiple defendants, cases or charges 

simultaneously. Empower your organization with a flexible and time-saving tool that can 

function even if contact with your main server is lost. 

No more pre-printed forms. No problem. 

Powerful
Odyssey SessionWorks Clerk Edition enables 

you to rapidly default and enter large amounts 

of data. In Batch mode, you can enter a series 

of activities with as little as one click for a 

group of defendants, cases or charges. For 

example, enter a plea of ‘not guilty’ to 10 

counts at once, regardless of whether each 

count is for the same defendant. In Side-By-

Side mode, you can enter separate actions for 

each count. For example, rapidly dispose of a 

case with three different counts with different 

sentences while viewing them side-by-side. 

Specific
SessionWorks Clerk Edition also empowers 

you to configure actions specifically for each 

judge. If a judge has a set of conditions or 

sentences he or she typically pronounces, 

set up an action in your SessionWorks Clerk 

Edition  system that applies these activities 

simultaneously with one simple mouse click.

Configurable
Your SessionWorks Clerk Edition 

administrator can add fields to activities 

for the purposes of printing that data on 

forms. For example, add a Trial Date Range 

field to the appropriate screen for a judge’s 

scheduling order, label it accordingly and 

update the order form to include it…all 

within minutes.

Efficient
Data entry via SessionWorks Clerk Edition is 

not wasted effort. Once forms are auto-filled 

and printed in the courtroom, information 

is uploaded back to Odyssey Case Manager, 

eliminating the need to re-enter data after the 

court session is concluded.  

Connected
Odyssey SessionWorks Clerk Edition is 

designed to work hand-in-hand with its’ sister 

application, Odyssey SessionWorks Judge 

Edition. Using touch-screen technology, 

SessionWorks Judge Edition enables judges to 

have critical case information and documents 

at their fingertips. Do away with piles of file 

folders, and electronically present current 

case files to the judge.

Odyssey Sets  
the Standard
Tyler’s Odyssey SessionWorks 

Clerk Edition sets the 

standard for courtroom 

information management with 

unprecedented scalability, 

integration capabilities 

and Web-based navigation. 

That was true when it was 

originally introduced, and 

through continued innovation, 

it’s still true today.

Empower your courtroom with 

Tyler’s SessionWorks Clerk 

Edition. 
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